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Fe at this time. The recep-- X today continued
Geneva, N. Y.
preme court.
'
TO BOARD A TRAIN.
viThe expert who was employed to asnent, ended a bitter contest by with- and Engineer Fred Callen, of Buffalo.
The court disposed of the following
tlon will be entirely informal, X suspicious characters seen In the
dison
the
of
race. On recom- None of the train crew were
Mrs.
front
the
sist with this work was paid out ot
day
cinity
Borg's
drawing
4?ases ;
be
will
X
refreshthere
music and
Injured.
Had Lsft Laramie, Wyoming, Early
"
the fund set aside for stenographic
mendation of the committee on resolu- The train consisted of two engines
No. 1410.
The Territory of New
ments will be served. The re- - X appearance.
Tills Morning on Foot With an
tions the, encampment endorsed the and ten cars.
""Mexico ex rel, J. J. Aragon, appellant
Since the discovery of the money and typewriter worjt, and the mem-ber- s
i '
ception begins at 8:30 p. m. X
Unknown Partner.
did a great deal of this worli
Sherwood pension bill which Demots. the Board of County CommissionIt offers an opportunity to ex- - X there are some here who believe the
amine the restorations made ' X woman's death was suicidal. Howev themselves in order to save money
ers, Lincoln county, appellee (Lin- - (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) cratic leader Underwood has promised Astor Kept Harem, Says Pennypaeker.
'
in the building and the beau- - X er, the authorities are not acting on enough out of the appropriation "to
Laramie, Wyo.,' ; Aug. 25. An un Congress will pass at the fourth comPhiladelphia, Aug. 25. Former Gov
coin). Argued and submitted.
No, 1386.
tlful Puye, Rito and lecture X that theory and It is believed they are pay this expert
Mary E. Collins, appel- - known man fell from a moving train ing sesion but the indorsement car- ernor Pennypaeker today declared
fc
After the bill had been passed by
rooms of the Museum. The X still endeavoring to effect the arrest,
lant, vs. L. B. Schump, et al., appel-' west of here this morning and was in- ries the provision that the bill be made that Colonel John Jacob Astor had
lees,, (Quay). Submitted on briefs.'
stantly killed.' He and his partner, to conform as closely as possible to kept a harem in New York. Governor
reception is under the auspices X of Isaac Matson, saia to have been the house and had gone to the counNo. 1405. Territory of New Mexico, who left here a foot early in the the Sulloway hill which was pigeonPennypaeker said that it was this X.of the Woman's Auxiliary of X a former sweetheart of Mrs. Borg's cil, Mr. Catron raised the point that
day, attempted to board the . train. holed in Congress. The Sherwood bill harem that prompted his cnst wife to X the New Mexico Museum.
g who left Tellurlde the day of the dlsThe coroner has gone to the scene, was favored by Judge Trimble.
(Continued on Page Four.)
Continued on page 4.
.
secure a divorce.
XXSXXXXXSXXXXXX X' appearance.
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JIW

The Little Store

Marriage

STATE

Stomach Blood and
Liver Troubles

j

License Issued.

marriage license was issued at
Albuquerque to Luis Griego and Rosa

Much sickness starts with weak stomach, and consequent
lack,
poor, impoverished blood. Nervous and
good, rich, red blood. Their stomachs need invigorating
ior, after all, a man can be no stronger than his stomach.
A remedy that makes the stomach strong and the liver
active, makes rich red blood and overcomes and drives
bacteria and cures a whole multiout
tude oi diseases.

A

The Best

I

Up in Police Court.
Adele Garcia was arrested at Albu-- '
querque for vagrancy and Henry McLean was given ten days in jail for

ill

Southern

Santa

Fe,

You can't afford to accept any medicine of unknown
composition as a substitute for "Golden Medical Discovery," which is a medicine of known composition, having
a complete list of ingredients in plain English on its
rapper,
same being attested as correct under oath.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate Stomach, Liver mad Bowels,

No Street Paving for Albuquerque.
The city council of Albuquerque is
hopelessly divided on the question of
street paving and failed to take action on bids submitted to it although
in session all Tuesday and Wednesday for that purpose.

GROCERY

Corner Plaza.

Cef rid of your Stomach Weakness ana
Liver Laziness by taking a course of
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
the ireat Stomach Restorative, Liver
Invl&orator and Blood Gleanser.

Two Men Hurt By Auto.
J. H. r.ulroy and J. H. Dills were
thrown out of their buggy at Roswell
and injured through colliding with the
automobile of Alexander McPherson.

TRY IT

ER

disease-producin- g

drunkenness.

Know In Every Loaf

Telephone No. 40.

lljl

pale-peop-

Lucero.

DENVER BREAD

FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1911.

THE FORUM

Reward Offered for Murderer.
ALL CASH PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH
REGISTER
WE GIVE
W. A. Pitts of Snyder, Texas, has
offered a reward of $250 for the cap'
she is talking about. The new state
ture of John Higgs who murdered J.
The Old Santa Fe Trail.
- may find that more important things
minD. Middleton in Chaves
county in
like
Trail"
Fe
Old
Santa
"The
than being a political leader and a
April of this year. Middleton was the ers' gold- -is
where you find it, and
of
of Pitts.
ruts
the
find
where
it
you
tQ touch a ,ive
feepest body. or being
old
to
the
Kaw
frnm the
without a shock, or stand up at
wire,
Mail Order Marriage and Divorce.
in
a
centipede
it was somewhat like
the Ebbitt House bar and take "sugar
Millard King of Wagon Mound, has that it had many legs running out
in his'n" she may find that away off
brought suit for divorce in district from the long sinuous body which the reservation where "The Bunch"
court at Las Vegas. Mrs. King filed merged into that body at certain
is
mere have waxed fat and sassyfor there
a cross complaint. King is a dry far points that NEVER deviated,
one TJ.
the
Candidate"
"Logical
and
Don't forget our bread
mer, and feeling lonely, he answered was "The Smoky .. Hill Route"
These lines are like home to us.
S. SENATOR.
In all New Mexico
an advertisement in a matrimonial -- me -Long koui
sl.aB6..U5 "I
there are no two people who have up- resulted
The
correspondence
paper.
Kansas plains, uui uiecnus
held the dignity and culture of her
in marriage to Mrs. King, who came Ford" near Bent's Fort. Sometimes
among
people in many Journeyings
a
s,
j.
fnr
l.
cslsntl
from Lancaster. For a while they one irau
ij
the educated, intellectual citizens of
,
on
a
farm
the
wer
life
but
ouen
Black.
dry
euuuSU
I9l
"c"
happy
long
Phone,
the east more than the Princes. That
began to pall on Mi's. King and she the shifting sands and wet tnem aown
t
an international
reo.
dioou oi luuiau,
returned to Lancaster.
with gooa,
m
order
t0 gend
neceSBary
"- -to Santa Fe FACT! and that the
was
wnere
"
every
ies
spot
ANNUAL MEETING OF NEW
.
. nrlA
11
" TF.v" - mantillas and smoked! To that de- MEXICO BAR ASSOCIATION. wuere iu
of
red
t
dead
cooking
erybody got
ign0rant, educated and aes- with "Buffalo chips -d- ried dun- gon
It Will Be Held at Albuquerque
V1
Q
mm
J
rha
rt
J,, i
auu ws
" have been missionaries they might
T. I i.
1ilf
uAifrJ
-Monday and Tuesday of Next
ffntpsnff noma
""'"- - not always have known it-- and
-lijimcuu
they
Week To Hold Banquet.
.
.
for everything that had a gun and ar-Dro tco,
of
the
establishment
row in it With
gocieties am1 busy bralny lawyers
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 25. The me Biaue ime, iu
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
and bankers, and scholars that beyond
2nftral Dublin is cordially invited to located,
fifteen miles apart' Where
Rockies ,
count
God,s
ALFALFA seed. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package be present at the big reception to be one of these cases were wherever, tte
T
m
n.

WE WANT ALL OF THE "BOY BLUES," AND THE GIRLS TOO,
THINGS FOR THEM;
TO TRADE WITH US. WE HAVE MANY
POCKET KNIVES, LITTLE WAGONS, BALLS AND BATS OH,
LOTS AND LOTS OF THINGS.
'lN
THE BOYS AND GIRLS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME
OUR
STORE; AND "A BOY CAN BUY FROM US JUST AS CHEAP AS

GOOD EATING!
Oilthe very bestand

Imported

A MAN."

Sardines,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14.

It

Phone 14

.

Six Big Loaves for 25c.

-

LOUIS NAPOLEON

-

caiiuU".

C IT

v,.u.

o

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

-

Latest in Hand Color-inPost Cards.

to

I

SUMMER

New aud Full Assortment

1

4.

THAT

MEXICAN

,

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

FOR

I

;

OUTING

HATS

of Unique San Juan Potter)
Artistic
Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.

1

la""""

The only exclusive grain house m aania

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Co.

n

Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-

Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
Interior Player- Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
-

LEARNARD-L1NDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

R.

Phone Black

45

PIANOS

PIANOS
Learnard-Llndeman-

re

::

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective plans
hiiuara that h firm of Learnard-Lln- .
deman Co. will meet every customer
more than half way In making
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
isfactory business transaction, not on
of doubt and uncertainty.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CO.
:: Established

1900

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

&

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds

J

FRUIT BOXES
FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
Phone

19 Black.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
P. Williams
Successor to
B.

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone 139 Red

w,

M

old lamps-the- yTe
mighty handy to
men and women,
,
.ava
nave unueriaiteu iue inai King ui iuib tfigg fa.il!
ancient nignway naa cauea upon some
OLIVE ENNIS HITE.
Mexican, or Pueblo, or any
Los Angeles, Cal.

arn.

old-tim- e

or

stage

Why Import Mineral Water ?

driver

:

WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET THE

V

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

with any sort of memory, they would
Suit for Foreclosure.
have received much valuable Infor
W. S. Strickler as. trustee, and G.
mation. I have in mind Jusi now a
Badaracco yesterday filed a petition Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
most intelligent Indian, of 5antn
against aessie sanqumette and WillKAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
,0m wbuhnic. ..Cnrfnnt
lorecjosure oi a
ground of the old
Qeea. .n real estate ln AlbaerNaranjo who, for years was a trusted lrusl
man in the emnlnv of Tinn FelinP Del- - ue 10 sansly a note lor ?1,550.
gado who had one of the largest
stores on the plaza of Santa Fe and
whose long ox wagon trains went
WOOD'YS HACK
back and forth with Francisco Naran
AND
jo in charge. He is an authority on
Prom
the various routes and is a mine of
RATON
is making elaborate preparations information. Pigeon's Rancho was a
BARRANCA
TAOS
YANKEE
to entertain the visitors in Toyal stage station, and government forage
CERRILLOS
Meets
Both
station
for
North
in
South
but
the
many
years,
Ve
A.
Las
of
fashion. Charles
Spiess
was
TJ.
abandoned
it
and
the
sixty's
gas is president of the association and
Bounds Trains.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Goal.
Miss Nellie Brewer secretary o that S. Army contract, also the stage priv
Leaves
Barranca on the arrival of
were
taken over by a Pole
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
body. The following circular has ileges,
north
bound
the
traln
and
at
named Kozlowsky. The old rancho
been sent by the latter:
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
m'
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
P
Pteeon's Dassed into desnetiidn tint la08
Near A. T. &8.F. Depot.
Dear Sir:
Ten ml,es 8horte"
other
was
any
RIGHT
ON
OLD
THE
always
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
Statehood is now assured. To no
Good cove- hacks and good
way
or condition of society does it TRAIL and a landmark. Kozlowskv's team8- - Far
round
Teams
trip.
became as well known in later years
mean as much as to the legal profesea comrnercial men
"1
as the Frenchman's had been in earl- - 7
sion; no body of men will play a more ier times. And the Old
xne urrounoln8 towns. Wire Embudo
Trail
swept
important part in the government and in front of both low, broad, white Station.
legislation of the new state than the washed casas. If the trail marker is
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
bar association. To the minds of all on the road before either one of
these
&4&&&&!&?S&4e&&&H&&&4&
of us occur many important measures
oiq nouses it. is in tne right place. In
H
Improved and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
C AI
for the betterment of the state, upon the last vpar
of B1 tvin
I s
0
UIIDB0
lairtmw
ifC
which the bar essociation should take lived with "The
andRmcles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Sisters" who were
some ' action at this time. The revi kinswomen of the wife of
in
Alfalfa
Ranches
s.
to
bo
the
will
call
for
glad
Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
the Pole p"n
sion and codification of the statutes and
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
may still be in New Mexico Kur laundry on Mondays and Tues-they
is a crying need felt by the entire I came near
deliver on Thursdays and
writing "the territory"
bar; the question of uniform legisla and I'm proper sorry I can't, for, from
days.
Modern Residences for Rent.
,
tion is an important question requir first to last, "I've been
guaranteed; your socks
agin' it." My AU 'work
ing action. There are many other reasons I have .often given, in the ai mended and buttons sewed en
matters that should receive the at last twenty years iand I've had no yur 'nIrts without extra charge,
103
tention of our first legislature in valid argument thrown at me to PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Ave.
which the bar association should take make me change my mind; I believe
an active interest. We urge you to that my beloved land has
changed old
come and give the association the ben lamps for new and that her lean years
efit of your ideas, experience and ad are coming. I know I am not In acOPEN DAY ANJ NIGHT.
vice, to the end that work of real cord with many, nor Is my opinion
value to the community may be ac worth much but brethren and sis
La Salle Restaurant
complished.
ters, I KNOW MY NEW MEXICO.
We are meeting with encouraging and she has bitten off more than she
CrlAS. Q ANN, Prop.
responses from lawyers throughout can Fletcherise in many and many a
the territory, and feel that the success long year. Not being a citizen of New
Telephone 11.
of our meeting is now assured. The Mexico, nor running a newspaper in Two Doors Below F. Andrews
Stor.
program will occupy two enure days Albuquerque, I have no especial busi Regular Meals 25 Cents
Rigs,
and we think will be of especial inter ness to say things but It Is to laugh
Horses.
Short
Order
Buggies,
at
all
Honrs
est to all. Many prominent members when I have seen how some queer
doin's
BOARD
have
BY
been forgotten, or lost
of the bar have signified their intenTHE WEEK SSjM
Wbei in Need of Anything
tion of being with us. The bar asso But, whether for weal or woe. the cli rNaca Noodle Order 20c. a dish
in the LIVERY LINE.
ciation and their wives wilfl be the mate, and heaps of fine people are
New York Chop Stey Me.
guests of the Bernalillo County Ba left and the long Trail on the other
Drivers Famished.
Association on the evening of the 28th side of the Great Divide is opening
at the Commercial Club, and the an- into the Valley for "the Bunch" that
nual banquet will occur on the evening deserve the best, and the Justest that
Don Gaspar Ave.
Polly can hand out. And now, I am
of the 29th.
to
ask
New
the
going
Mexican
to
ner-We are further pleased to announce
that the Santa Fe has issued rates of mix. me to present a candidate that
or round trip from nominated" through the "The Times
fare and
Best Laundry
all points in the territory on its line, oi AiDuquerrme in the early '90s, when
one
or
the
on
was
siempre struggles
also El Paso, Texas, and Trinidad,
Colo. Tickete on sale the 26th, 27th in Washington City. I said then, and BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
I BaV HOW. that thp heat eauiDned
DCTTTBUC TflfTDCIklV ifcrtrmiMl
and 28th, with a limit until August
a M w nmajas in,
niw s
man in New Mexico fnr U. S. SenaFor hire at popular prises Suislas and saddle. horse.
31st. We trust that this exceptionally
tor is L. BraCford Prince of Sant-- i
BACK
MNE
:
THDOMRE CCHICL Pre
CGUICk'S
will
low
to
rate
make
many
persuade
O. K. Barber Shop.
I
Fe.
can hear the roar of "tEe Agency at
an extra effort to be present.
Phone
iiask
1st
Mrs.
O.
F.
Brown,
Agent.
Bunch" at the bare suggestion by a
Respectfully,
mere woman, ' but she knows what Phone Red No. 21.
NELLIE C. BREWER.
Phone, Red No. 2)

Santa Fe, N. M

at

nM

trail-Fran-

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

cisco

LINE

oal

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Screened

TO

KFPP

PHP

ngLBunu

WATER CO.

Wood

Lump

p

tjAlX

RM. JONES.

Palace

LIVERY STABLE

Fine

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

436 Canon Road.

It

S.e'n?Mbi?'

W

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

,. h,,t iha
iui
nf
corral, mere are me uwp-wuithat were that are, and always will mi w beter hQ,d on

I

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

..,

0

COAL YARD

of bonding material

tw tv.

u

a'ves

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

Monday night function which will be
members of the New Mexico Bar Association which convenes here in its regular annual session Monday end Tues
day. The Monday night reception is
held especially to allow the public a
chance to greet the visiting legal
lights who will be here by the score
for the yearly gathering. The su
preme court will adjourn so that all
the justices of that tribunal may attend.
Refreshments will be served at the
Monday nightf unction which will be
followed by a dance and it is urged
that the attendance will be large.
Thursday night, the othed social
feature of the bar meeting will be a
biS banquet for members at the Alvar- ado. The Bernalillo County Bar Asso
ciation, of which Mr. Hickey is presi
dent and Miss Nellie Brewer secre-ta-

Reliable Horses Single

Surries,' Saddle

C&L 'Phone 9
CHA5. CLOSSON

Imperial Laundry
ror

one-fift- h

work

m

'I

i

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

COMFORTING WORDS.
Many a Santa Fe Household
Find Them So.

Will

n

States.
Remember the name Doan's
take no other.

OF PROHIBITION

e

two-third-

Not coal land,
department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July 29, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
No.
30, 1906, made homestead entry,
of Section
for the NE
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
proof, to esto make final
above deland
to
the
claim
tablish
scribed, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jacinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, bota of
Ise-be-l,
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
of Glorieta, N. M.
1--4

five-yea-

MANUEL B. OTERO,

Register.

i

Office

o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
Rivera, of Pecos. N. M.: Enriquez Riv
era of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero
of Pecos, N. M.
Can-did-

9733-07C5-

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

five-yea-

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

I'

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

II

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR

INSTITUTION IN

THE SOUTHWEST
i
COURSES

-

COMMERCIAL, LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

tmwmt

p

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

from Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

BROTHER EDWARD.

PRES.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De
partment as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

Department
Through Academic

course, prepar

ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
PROGRAM OF MISS BEAN'S
feet above sea level, sunshine every
FAREWELL RECITAL. day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
The following is the program of
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Miss Bean's recital to be given at
all graduates from standard eastern
Hall at 8:30 o'clock tomorrow, colleges.
Ten buildings, throughly
Saturday night:
furnished, heated, lighted and modem
Piano Solo Arabesque . . . Chaminade in all
respects.
Mrs. Matson.
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON. Prei.
Vocal Solo Carmina Wraltz Song...
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pret.
Lane Wilson.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Miss. Inez Eklund.
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Violin Solos Spanish Dances (Play-erand W. A. FINLEY.
Sarasate
Zepateado)
For particulars and Illustrated
Miss Bean.
address:
Vocal Solo Song of the Soul
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Carl Breil
Superintendent
Mrs. Hayes.
Cello
Solos Largo
Haendel
"I love thee". .. .Grieg
Miss Bean.
Piano Solo "To Spring"
Grieg
Mrs. Matsoh.
Violin Solos "Romance". .Chaminade
Serenade
Ordla
Miss Bean.
Vocal Solo My Rosary
Nevins
Mrs. Hayes.
Violin Solos Mazurka de Concert. .
Musin
DON'T FAIL TO MAKE
Norwegian Lullaby. .
ACHING
Nelson

NOTICE.
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a,

M
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Sec. 14, T. 26 N., R. 7 E., by
means of ditches and small reservoir
and there used' for Irrigation of 20
acres and domestic purposes.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for; consideration
on the 26th of October, 1911, and all
persons who may oppose the granting
of the above application must file
4

J?

m

'

V

;

Jf

"

jf IT

)

Ik

r

Hurrah!! for Statehood!!
and Everybody is. Glad!

their objections substantiated with af
fidavits with the Territorial Engineer
and copy with applicant on or before
that date.
CHARLES

Land

two-third-

Department of Territorial Engineer.
Number of Application 591.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 26, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that on the
26th day of July, 1911, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, Lucas Gallegos, of Vallecltos,
county of Rio Arriba, Territory, of
New Mexico, made an application to
the Territorial Engineer of New
Mexico for a permit to appropriate
from the public waters of the Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Valle de los Cabolla at a point
sec. 15, T. 26 N., R. 7 E., by
NW
means of diversion and storage and
1 cu. ft. per sec. and 2 acre feet is
Sec. 15,
to be conveyed to NE
NW

at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 29,1911.
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, I9uG, made homestead entry. No.
W
for lot 0, and SE
NW
section 23,
Sec. 24, and E
township 15 N, range 11 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of Intention
r
to make final
proof, to estab
U. S.

i

lish claim to the land above described,
before the register or receiver, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the
14th day of September, 191L

Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,

I

and

Notice for Publication.

9735-0765-

Asked how it It that the governor
day to visit his son Reamer Billard forts of all my opponents I was electlot Kansas, Mr. Stubbs, sends out
who is at Sunmount Sanatorium. The ed twice.
mayor was a caller on Mayor Arthur
"In Kansas cities we have no poli- such flattering statements about the
Seligman of Santa Fe, and he discuss- tical parties, such as Democrats or workings of prohibition. Mayor Billed the prohibition and other ques- Republicans.
We have the commis- ard replied: "The governor is a great
tions in Mayor Seligman's office with sion system of government, a mayor prohibitionist.
That explains it."
the representative of the Santa Fe and four commissioners.
Mayor Billard discussed with Mayor
A primary
New Mexican.
is held and the two who head the Seligman the street paving and other
sec- ticket when the vote is counted run problems and gave Santa Fe's mayor
a
a
Traction
of
"Don't
think
for
Declares Mayor Billard of
ond all these stories of the glories of for mayor. But the fight has centered much information about the city govof Topeka.
Tcpeka, Who Denounces the prohibition law in Kansas are en prohibition and antiyrohibition. ernment
The mayor will leave today for
women as well as the men vote
"Thirty-onThe
said
Billard.
Mayor
true,"
It, As Failure
years ago the prohibition amend- in the municipal elections and there Glorieta to go over the battlefield
ment was made to the constitution are lively times. Wnen I ran for where his brother was killed in 18C2.
and I am honestly of the opinion that mayor the prohibitionists got a large The mayor will probably remain in or
PEOPLE BUY BEER IN KEBS the
majority of the people of Kansas number of college girls to vote around Santa Fe until the end of the
today are anxious to eliminate It and against me. I was denounced from week.
have a chance to buy their glass of pulpits the Sunday before election."
And They Change Family Fire-tid- e beer at a saloon instead
of shipping
Mayor Billard declared that Kanit to their homes and their clubs or sas has not thrived "wonderfully" beInto Bar Room, He
MINES AND MINING
their picnic grounds in KEG LOTS. cause of its prohibition amendment to
Declares.
s
But it takes
of the legisla- the constitution, and pointed out Neture to revoke this amendment and braska, a neighboring state, whkh
"Prohibition in the state of Kansas the efforts of the churches and the he said had not such an amendment
Dona Ana County.
is a beautiful theory to expound to Prohibitionists have kept Kansas and was in a more thriving condition
Las Cruees, X. M., Aug. 23. Work
s
than
Kansas.
the outside world. But I, as mayor of from getting those
He
said
"Prohibition in
majoriKansas is working both a moral and on the Memphis property is being
the capital of the state of Kansas, ty to start the reform.
pushed by General Manager M J. Dadoes
know that prohibition in Kansas
"I say reform, for I know the abuse a financial ruin."
not prohibit in practice. Kansas pro- that has resulted from the prohibiAsked the solution or the booze ley, who is working 14 men underground. The development work is behibition, pointed to with such pride tion movement in my. state. Any day problem. Mayor Billard said:
carried on at the 160 foot level,
the
to
lecturers
can
see
booze
touring
you
by temperance
"I think a regulated saloon Is the ing
go
Topeka and
the drifts both north and
driving
coa
be
called
other states, should
coming in by the wagon load at the only solution. I know the evil of ga south on
this level, and sinking the
lossal joke if it were not for the fact depots. Booze has been shut out of lloons and how booze can he
dispensed
that it turns the home into a resort the clubs pretty effectively, it is true, in them to the detriment of young and main shaft to cut the vein at greater
of drunkenness worse than the sa- but there is plenty of it shipped into old, but a rigid supervision of saloons depth. Rich shipping ore has been encountered in the new work, and while
loons one sees In 'wet' states. It is, the private homes and they are made
jin my opinion will do more to pre the ore will require some sorting, still
however, a rank failure as far as ac- the real saloons, only there is more vent drunkenness than the much the
should pay the expenscomplishing what it sets out to do." booze there to tempt a man and his vaunted prohibition system in Kansas es ofproductionthe
levels and by opendriving
if
the
than
saloon
were
which
family
twice
system
shuts out the dispensing of ing up more
Thus spoke Hon. J. B. Billard,
ground it will be
stoping
in
vogue.
beer by the glass only to see it reserve. The
elected mayor of Topeka, capital of
oreetaoicmfwypaoinffi
"When I ran for mayor I ran as an come in the home by the keg and
Kansas, and at present holding that
possible to block out a large ore
office.
Mr. Billard was here yester
and despite the ef case."
j north
drift is of tne same cnaracter
that the mine produced in the past,
when over 12 cars were shipped to
SUPREME COURT OF NEW MEXICO, NOW IN SESSION AT SANTA FE AND TERRITORIAL OFFICIALS.
the smelter, producing about $50,000.
SINCE THE MAKING OF THE CUTS, TRAVELING AUDITOR CHARLES V. SAFFORD HAS RESIGNED
It is the intention of the management
AND HAS BEEN REPLACED BY JOHN JOERNS.
THE CUTS ARE USED BY COURTESY OF TERRITOto open up the old workings, block
RIAL SECRETARY NATHAN JAFFA, AND APPEARED ORIGINALLY IN THE BLUE BOOK FOR 1911.
out the ore and then equip the mine
with a complete reduction
plant
Much activity is reported in the OrA
ai u, iiiiuh.hu j
ut,Htn.j lhw.iii.p
Mr. Daley, until re
gan mountains.
cently of Park City, Utah, reports that
the best surface showing which he has
ever seen is to be found on the ground
owned by the Memphis Company, and
the other properties in the district
have equally good indications if de
veloped. Many, of the properties are
now idle on account of the lack of
capital to carry on teh development
work.

KANSAS TIRES

To have the Bains and aches of a
had back removed; to be entirely free
from annoying, dangerous
urinary
disorders is enough to make any kid
ney sufferer grateful. To tell how
this great change can be Drougnt
about will prove comforting words to
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
Pasquale Yanni, College St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
a public testimonial in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect that
they had cured me of a pain in my
back, caused by disordered kidneys
My work obliges me to sit down a
good deal and this weakened my kidneys, causing backache. While at
work I suffered more intensely than
at any other time and I was very
anxious to find a remedy that would
relieve me. Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I procured a box and to my
delight, they soon fixed me up in good
shape. I have since had no need of
kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster'-Milbur-
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D. MILLER,

Territorial Engineer.
Right in your busiest season when
you have the least time to spare you

ff

k
ft

are most likely to take diarrhoea and
lose several days' time, unless you
have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and
take a dose on the first appearance
of the disease. For sale by all

V

YOUR POOR, TIRED,
FEET GLAD, TOO !

p

IP

Mother Injured Saving Babe.
Mrs. Del Gregston of Roswell was
seriously injured in a runaway at the
Hale ranch in Lincoln county. She
managed to protect the baby in her
arms so that it was not even scratch-

MU

m

NH

ed.

Don't Forget those good pictures
the Elks tonight.

at

We have just received a large shipment of our new Fall
Styles for MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN. They are by far
the most stylish line that has ever been shown in your city.
Each and every one has a STYLE AND DISTINCTION all of
its own. From our stock you may select a model to please
your own individual taste.

4"

FOR MEN we have the celebrated line of STETSON SHOES

noted for their style, comfort and
durability. These shoes are the
product of the very finest
obtainable.

shoe-maki- ng

I

I

We also carry a complete line

f

'.N

V

7

'

dm

ft

of FORBUSH and EXCELSIOR
SHOES for the more conservative buyer. In all of the new

lasts and styles either button or
lace, in Patent Leather, Gun
Metal, Vici Kid

and

Russian

Calf.

FOR LADIES
we have all the

styles

latest

short vamps,

nob toes, or the extra

avwk'

'!

-

high button boot. Don't
let us fail to show you
our line of

'J

1

C7

n

j

L

i

vi

b

VELVETS, SUEDE,
tS
UN

METAL,

VICI

KID,

AND RUSSIAN CALF.

if

You will be proud of the appearance of your feet if you will
let us fit you in one of these new styles.
SEE OUR LINE OE

SCHOOL SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
THEY ARE THE BEST BY TEST.

THE
JOHN PFLUEGEH, SHOEMAN
We Do What We Advertise.

:
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lamation declaring that Arizona is a I
state of the Union. The same duty!
awaits him as to New Mexico. What
will be the date of the president's
proclamation admitting Arizona? What
will be the date of his proclamation
admitting New Mexico? The person
who can answer these questions correctly can say with certainty which
state will be the 47th and which the
4Sth; for it all comes to answering
the question, which territory will first
become a state by virtue of the presi
dent's proclamation?"

NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW "JILXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Vice President.
Editor and President
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
General Manager.
Secretary-TreasureEntered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six month, by mail
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
Weekly, six months
Dally, per rconth, by carrier... .75
.65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
WeekVy. per quarter
7.00
Daiiy, per year, by mail

.50

2.00

FRIDAV, AUGUST '2i?T911.

IT. M.

R.

J.

PALEN, President.
A. HUGHES,

'
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How Aboiut That Fire Insurance? :
IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Then Act!

If!- -

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

.50

J. B.

READ,

Caslier.
Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

DOES PROHIBITION OF THEFT
m :
o V i
:
LARCENY?
SANTA FE, N. M.
:
:
:
GENERAL AGENTS,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The
of
visitwho
is
mayor
Topeka,
It Is sent to ing in Santa Fe, on another
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
page gives
circulation
every postolfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
the old, hackneyed arguments against
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
.
Southwest.
of
tiie
and
people
progressive
the
amonfc
;
Prohibition. He declares that it is
intelligent
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of pereasier to enforce laws regulating the
sonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
saloon than it is to secure the enforcement of Prohibition.
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
Perhaps, this is so, but in this part
foreign
exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
of the country, regulation "s very difUNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are
any that has come before. At first- ficult for the very nature of the saparts
given by
lmX CALL FOR MEETING Up incw Si the curious housewife is under the
or private. Interest alloon causes it to lean to lawlessness
Window Frames,
any
money
agency
Wainscotting,
public
transmitting
mail
order
St pression that another big
REPUBLICAN
Mouldings,
MEXICO
X
rather than to law obedience. Admitlowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
Door Frames,
Ceiling,
Si firm has obtained her name for its
Sash, Doors,
CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
X
families that want to turn
that
ted,
Casings, Base,
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignCustomWork,
a
Run
for
made
list.
Dry
Flooring
A call is hereby
X
their homes into boozeshops, can sements of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
Imagine her amazement when she cure the intoxicants with which to sat
JS meeting of the members of the
Cabinet
observes that on the first page of the
X Territorial Republican Central
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General
Proeven
in
that
strange
isfy
craving
colored catalogue" right under the
St Committee to be held at Santa
hibition states, it does not compel
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
St Fe, at 10 o'clock, a. m., MonNewport girl and her bunch of orchids, families who are not addicted to
reasonable.
and
prices
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
satisfactory
guaranteed
is the insignia of the Beehive departSt day, the 4th day of September,
booze, to have the stuff in their homes
furnished
St A. D., 1911, for the transaction
ment store, Jokopolis. She is startled or have their children lured into
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
Estimates
cheerfully
of
Weisolicit a liberal share
your patronage.
open
St and consideration of such busi- when she receives a typewrit- saloons
again
brothels.
and
of
Thousands
X ness as may be deemed prop- ten letter, addressed in Ler own name,
Plans.
boys in Kansas have grown into manSt er.
inviting her to examine the stock of hood who have never seen a saloon or
Specifications, Etc.
of
disEach and every member
St
Chicago made garments now on
a
of
or
tasted
beer
and
re-glass
whiskey,
St the committee is earnestly
play at the Beehive. It is all personal that really is worth
something.
quested to attend in person.
and the word "you" is underlined.
If Prohibition increases the conSt All persons throughout the
Perhaps she puts off her visit to the sumption of liquor as the mayor of ToSt territory, having the success
Beehive, through press of household
it would be the logical
St of the Republican
party at
duties. With a jolt she is reminded peka contends,
for breweries and distilleries to
thing
fashSt heart, are invited to be present.
to
the
and
to
herself
of her duty
work as hard as' they can for ProhibiH. O. BURSUM,
St
ionable ensemble of the community
tion, for it is only natural that they
Chairman.
St Attest:
which
second
missive,
a
typwritten
by
want to increase their sales and esS
JOSE D. SENA,
that
expresses deepest disappointment
the heavy taxation that falls on
Si
Secretary.
she has not called, urges her, above cape
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATJ&JATH
ststsiJtSiSiSistststJtJtstsiStsi all things, to be sure and pay her visit them under regulation. But the New
Mexican has yet to hear of the brewat the earliest possible moment. Be- - ers
Cuisine and
Large Sample
and distillers banding themselves
LET SANTA FE REACH OUT.
fore she has time to pin on her hat an- Table Service
Boom for Comto
force
on
Prohibition
Texas
together
of
a
"If Santa Fe were only
city
other envelope arrives, containing o- - on New
mercial Travelers
so
-that
Mexico,
obthey might
of fall suitings
30,000 or 50,000 people, mpre than one
picture samples
businessman declares, ''we could do tainable at the Beehive. On her way gain thereby.
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
It must be admitted, however,; that
things, but in a towD of 7,500 people, to town on the car she picks up a
Prohibition
will
mucn
be
more
effeca
of whom 5,000 are practically
newspaper and tiiere notices
it is hard sledding." But these hive advertisement. But it differs tive, from the moment that Congress
merchants are neglecting a wonderful iTom the usual dull announcement in prohibits the interstate shipments of
opportunity. They might cover a trade thick, inky type, An attractive "girl" intoxicants into states that desire to
be free from the curse. ,i Until then.
territory of 100,000 people which is in- - p!cture takes up most of the space,
timately tributary to Santa Fe. To an(j the announcement is couched in those who cannot do without booze,
the north and to the south, to the east gainful, city department store English, are able to secure it, if they have the
coin, but many whose desire is not so
k
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
and to the west, there live farmers,
Ana that is thevay Mr. Sellers
growers and miners, producers ceas ;a stirring up trade among the great but who would fall if there were
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
of actual wealth, who buy necessities strongest adherents to mail order the open saloon, live on in sobriety
and luxuries at points more distant g00ljs jn his district. The catalogues and in total abstinence from indulThirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
than Santa Fe and offering less favor- - an(j c;rcuiars ne secures in big ship-abl-e gence in the brain and body destroy
well lighted and ventilated,
y
markets to them. At least, one ments from his local printer. Before ing firewater and all will admit that
Rooms
an
en
bath
with
suite
i
phone.
private
are
the better off for it. If on
merchant in this citv, is reaching out these are sent from headquarters the they
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.
to get some of that trade and since address of the Beehive is printed on the other hand, the saloon is a good
CHEERFUL
DINING
RATES $2.50 TO
y
what
THOS. DORAN
reasonable
can
thing,
and
objection
he is the most enterprising
one 0f them. Advertising "cuts"
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
est advertiser in Santa Fe he is going for neWspapers and even lantern slides the mayor of Topeka have to turning
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
to get that business. The New Mexi- - or m0ving picture theaters are sup-ca- n every home into a saloon at which
predicts that in time he will be pije(j by the "big brother" in the city, beer and whiskey are dispensed freely
the largest and wealthiest merchant
it js high tim that such action and frequently? In this age and civ
of this section, simply because he rec- was taken in behalf of the country ilization, any place into which the
ognizes the value of advertising, merchant," said a Chicago sales man- mayor does not care to take his wife,
knows how to advertise and reaches ager.. That the mail order houses have or his daughter, or his sister, or his
FORMER ATTORNEY GENERAL J. M. HERVEY,
out for the splendid trade territory sabred the business of the local mer- mother, or his children, has no right
of Democratic State Campaign.
Of Roswelf, Who Nails First Lie
to
exist.
that lies tributary to the Capital City. chant right and left can be shown by
Wholesalers are anxious to help lo- figures. Last year 6,000 general stores
&
took
cal merchants reach out for more went out of business in the small NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD
CAMPAIGN LIE. members of this commission
NAILS
HERVEY
Furnished rooms in connection.' Hot & Cold Baibs. Electric Lights
MEN.
trade and hnve organized for that pur- - towns of America, in addition to 3,000
great pride and satisfaction in the
one.
pose in Chicago. Says the Chicago establishments doing a strictly dry
Now is the time to get busy if the
from
page
work of revising these laws, and do 222 San Francisco Street
(Continued
G. LITE HERRERA, Prop
::
::
Tribune, outlining their method of goods business. They were mostly nominations for state, judicial and leg
yet. It is very discouraging to have
foi
This
is islative offices are to be those most in view of the bright prospect
firms that did not advertise.
campaign:
an editor, in order to gam some
At last that bugaboo of the local not a keynote of business de desired by good citizens and that ap- statehood, which would necessitate
advantage, make
cheap
political
from it.
It is plies to both parties. Those who seek changing the laws in many particulars statements
merchant everywhere, the mail order pression.
Far
about the work of the comto political honors and Know their busi it would i be useless expense to have mission, which if investigated would
a statistical
tribute
house, is meeting brisk- competition merely
from the home tradesman and with the sales efficiency oi the mail order ness, are already at work
at that time on be found to be absolutely false. There
securing this revision adopted
mail order methods at that.
houses, proving that the printed word pieages, corraling voters, laying wires, acount of the expense of printing and is not even this cheap political
ad
Just as the Japanese lowered the is stronger than the spoken- word fixing fences; it is only the
The writer, as well as & vantage in the above statement,
binding.
pride of Russia by using the white and that its business grasp is infinite "good" citizen who is asleep at the great many members of the legislature tni commiSsion was
Mr.
man's implements of warfare, so the ly longer and stronger."
switch and on election day wonders and the ether members of the cm-- ; Dougherty of Socorro, an honorable
small town storekeeper, who has felt
One of the epigrams of a wholesale why there is so little choice as to cal- mission, was greatly disappointed by man and an aWe jawyel.f; anQ- a Tjem-th- e
'
himself downtrodden by the postal woman's tailoring company in this re iber of candidates. It is not on that
stand taken by Mr. Catron in this ocrat( very ably and iniustriously as- magnates of the big centers, has adopt gard is that '"the fignt today is not day, that the battle of good govern-men- t matter as he was regarded as a good sisted in this revision, and the editor
ed the usages of his enemy, and al with the coat of mail but with the
is decided, but in the primaries, lawyer and a very influential member of the Morning News, will find his rePOWER of the mail.' ,
and the preparation for the primaries of the council and we did not think port in splendid condition if he will
ready is beginning to "cut in."
te already on. It is not through insur- the prospects for statehood were investigate. Personally I did everyCatalogues, "Paris fashion" postSflVs HiOtlPV nd loconvenience by Purchasing Wells
NEW MEXICO FIRST.
ers, "follow up" letters, and price lists
gency bat through standing up for bright enough to delay the adoption thing I could to get ; this revision
IHUUVjr pargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
events,
Subsequent
all the pet weapons of the big mail
adopted and put in force, and urged
The Arizona papers assert that Ari that which is right within party coun- of the revision.
have shown that Mr. Catron very early in the session and a num
Checks
and
order house by which they command zona is the
however,
state and cils and within, party
Foreign Money Orders
primaries, that
i
ber of times, that a committee be aprural trade, have been seized by mer- New Mexico the
They better political conditions are brought was correct
The work of revising the laws of pointed to thoroughly investigate the
chants to keep the money of the coun- are wrong, for the question will be about. Between the candidate who is
D. S.,
Mexico
try side at home. The rural free de- decided by precedence in admission. notoriously unfit and the candidate New Mexico is entirely completed at revision. The revision is now ready,;
livery mail routes are now being bur New Mexico will hurry and get in who is eminently desirable from every this time and in splendid condition, for the printer, excepting such changand if the gentleman who wrote this es as will have to be inserted by rea- dened with the literature of nearby first, by holding its election at an view point, there are many
REMITTANCES . SENT BY . TELEGRAPH
editorial will have some friend in son of the change in the form of gov- ,
mercantile firms, which clash effec- early date, preferably, November 7, and classes of candidates and it grades
is sel.
to the office of the chief j ernment and the inclusion of the legis
tively with gaudy pamphlet outputs of the regular date for fall elections, and dom that any man nominated for im- Santa Fe go
Jt
clerk of the house, and look in the lative acts of 1912, and the writer ex
as early as it can conveniently be portant office is
the big city piants."
entirely a reprobate vault the revision will be found there, pects to
the
of
the
will
assure
held.
of
the
ad'
one
'urge
state's
That
the
adoption
"Intensive retailing" is
or entirely measures up to human
or if he will call at my office in
same at the coming session of the
names coined to describe the new sys- mission before Arizona.
Says the perfection, and it is for the
average
of
the
a
find
carbon
can
he
copy
legislature and the state will receive
tem. In results it is claimed that it Arizona Republican:
voter, who as a rule stands for honnamed by the undersigned, good value for' the amount expended,
Will Arizona be the 47th state or
will beat intensive farming. Certainly
for ability, for respectability in subjects of about
esty,
six hundred pages in my humble opinion.
...... , '
the field is as yet raw, and if the in- the 48th? This is a question which public office, to decide how far up or consisting
of typewritten matter.1"
Respectfully,
ventors have read the American house- no mortal man can answer, unless he down the scale his
party candidates
: JAMES M. 'HERVBTrJ
The writer, as well as the other
wife rightly, the reaping will be r abun- be gifted with the spirit' of unerring are to be. Water does not
rise above
prophecy.
dant.
its level and candidates are seldom
"Colonel Andrew Downing, in his ad above
J. B. Sellers is proprietor of the Beethe average t the crowd that murder upon his trial at Santa Rosa, and Sfferiff T. F. McClure of Jones
in
mirable
poem
yesterday's Republi- works to nominate them. It
hive department store in Jokojjolis, la.
several months ago for the killing ot county, Texas, is on his way to the
Far from being a beehive, his estab- can, holds that Arizona's star will be behooves every good citizentherefore
to mix a railroad employe at Vaughn, Guada- Howie ranch in the southern
part of
lishment has more resembled a desert the 47th on the flag, and he may be with that nominating crowd and thus
lupe county, whom McNabb accused this state to arrest the woman,
. '
ed grotto or a cave of the winds. Mail right. At any rate it may as easily raise the percentage.
of intimacy with his wife. McNabb,
The charge, it is said, is brought by
order competition has cut heavily in- be the 47th as the 48th. But this
who is a traveling man, pleaded the
Howie, who is declared to be a wealthy
to his business. His former customers old soldier's eloquent poem innocently
For reasons that are
unwritten law.
contractor, many years the senior of
have been assailed by booklets filled created another opportunity for eru- the voters are mostly interested in
the woman, whom he is said to have
with pretty pictures, tempting price dite editors in the local field to dis tne candidates for office.
It is the GOVERNOR CRUCE REFUSES
their ignorance. They insist that
DAT 4 NIGHT lOA RRTt
1AO PALAOI.
married after a .week's ' courtship.
. . ,
figures, and "selling
arguments," play
now
. 1VO
and
candidates
their personality tfcat
AVB PHONE
TO BE INTERVIEWED.
The ranch where Mrs. Howie Is
which are as the song of the Lorelei the veteran poet has made the Re Dnngs out tne
big vote. But in the
ridiculous
his
reference
publican
is
to
by
said
of
the
and
Done..
own
Picture
be.
his
properly
crudely to
circulars,
Satisfactorily
Framing Tastefully
against
mie eiecuon, mere are even
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from there to her former
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PERSONAL MEHT1HK
home in Missouri.
Ue for Result
Fidel Ortiz has returned from SanFOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
ta Fe, where he had been visiting
Attorney J. A. Lowe of. Socorro, is his brothers. He reports that politics
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
at the Palace.
. r..
f
a I um in the capital are sizzling and that BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
J
juage r.uwaru
RepuuilcanB 0f Santa Fe are pre-- and their beneficial effect is felt from the
Albuquerque last even.ng.
for the coming campaign and start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
.paring
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquer-- ,
,
nt & unUtd front at
BLADDER TROUBLE.RHEUMATISM
que is at the Montezuma.
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INnun. doiuuiuu ljunti, rvcyuuiiv.au ua?
Judge John R. McFie, Miss Mary FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
tional committeeman, is here from Los
McFie, Miss Eklund of Clayton, Mrs. annoyingURINARYIRREGULARITIES
Lunas.
W. A Cameron, travelme passen Robinson and Miss Robinson, Profes- - they exercise a permanent benefit.
ger agent of the Santa Fe, at El Paso,j sor Alliott of ,ixs Angeles and Miss TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Alice Kaune returned last night from
For sale by all druggists.
is at the Montezuma,
Hon. H. O. Bursum. chairman of the' the Rlto. They had a very enjoyable
Republican party, is here from Socor- - outing and found the rito summer mers's fields several weeks ago, some
school of archeaology most interest- - of them sinking to a depth of ten feet
.
ro. He is at the Palace.
and covering fields so thickly as to
Attorney Joseph V. Hewitt of White ing.
Oaks, Lincoln cour.ty, member of the! John D. Meriwetlu-i- , ihe roaa engi- - unfit tnem euuer for cultivation or
last legislature. Is at the Palace.
neer went east last night on a two for the use as pasture.
Farmer believes that the strange
Colpnel Ralph E. Twitchell, of Las weeks' trip to St. Louis. Mr. MeriVegas1, solicitor for the Santa Fe railwether upon his return to New Mexi- - falling away of the lands is due to the
ico will bo occupied with work in the re cut drought.
way, was an arrival last evening.
The farm lies in a
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson of southern
part of the state, and so En bend of the Arkansas river. The soil
Chapelle street, are spending several gineer W. R. Smythe will take charge is about 12 feet deep. Below that is
days in camp in Santa Fe canon.
of the road work in this vicinity per- sand. Farmer's theory is that the low
W. D. Shea returned last evening manently. Las Vegas Optic.
stage of the river sucked the water
from a business trip to Estancia,
Dr. Walter Williams, dean of the and sand from under the soil which
and tother. points in the Estancia school of
journalism of the university sank, giving a swiss cheese appearvalley.
ance to his farm.
o'. Missouri, and his party, are expectH. J. Hagerman of Roswell, formerHe i3 attempting to level his land
ed to arrive in the
some time toly governor of the territory, is visiting morrow. Dr. Williams with his wife, by hauling soil from adjo.ning farms.
ir. this city for a day or so. Albuquer- son and
secretary, Muss Quinn, is makque Herald.
ing the trip from Frankiin, Mo to the
Mrs. F. E. Morris and her daught- Capital City over the old Santa Fe
er are( visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leo trail in an E. M. F. touring car, for
Hersch. They are from Santa Cruz the purpose of collet ling material for FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
northern Santa Fe county. "
for a book on the romances connected
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Mrs. J. P. Lvne and euest MiBSwith the old trail. The
was at Confectionery, Fruits and Groceries
party
Margaret Doonon, returned last even Raton today. " It "will spend a day and
r eshCreamPuffs Wednesday 4 Saturday
Ing from' a visit with friends living ja night here. Las
Optic.
in Santa Fe. Raton Range.
Phone, 152 Red.
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Hon. Charles M. Springer, promi- j
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county, was a Dus;n. ss visitor in San-nent attorney and chairman of v the
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this afternoon for
j'ta Fe today and
:! Sulphur in the Jemez country, San
sioners, is here from Cimarron.
doval county.
Harry F. Lee, the efficient secretary for many years of the New Mex- DOWNWARD MOVEMENT ON
'
ico Sheep Sanitary Board, came up
' WALL STREET CHECKED.
last evening from Albuquerque.
C. M. Light, member of the terriand Amalamated Coptorial board of education, is here from Lehigh Valley
per Touch New Low Records
Silver City. He is at the Palace. He
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If you want the best that
comes to santa he men
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Boss

THE V AUG HAN RANCH
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds
T.l Best of
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COTTON.
New York, Aug. 25. Cotton, spot
closed quiet 45 points higher; middling upland, 13.15; middling gulf,
13.40; no sales.
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Special Sale for One Week
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ard of Drugs.

Holes Begin to Appear in
Fields Not Far From Muskogee, Oklahoma.
TBy Special Leased Wire to Nw Mexican)
25. The
Muskogee, Okla., Aug.
strange behavior of the farm of N. K.
Farmer. adJolnina YaDola, 15SaM"8
west of this city, has alarmed the
Mysterious
people in that village.
holes began to appear in Mr. Far- -
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DRUGGISTS
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Santa Fe Water and Light Company
r

X

House, City Water, Electric Lights. Large
Lot with a number of Fruit Trees and Berry
Bushes. Stable and Corral. Just what you
:
:
:
:
:
have been looking for.

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves...-Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric
Tea Pots
-

,

CO.

Ideal "Home

Phone Black

,

you not only advance the
interests of those that are
sick, but act in the support of raising the stand-

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Water Heaters and Percolatert

GOODS

K
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K
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Qood

wegmight lead you to realize that by having your
prescriptions filled here

Mysterious
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Electric Toasters
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SERVICE
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INTO 8WISS CHEESE.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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DAILY RECEIPTSOF

AND CABINET MAKERS.
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THAT through

Over ' an
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canbe
at any
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no better Flour
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price."'
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Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ohost, .Willow and Bear Creeks
'
Write Pecosl
Telegraph Glorieta
;

xxxxxxxxxxssx
Xarri ajre&Automobile
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I IS

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pittsburg, Pa., Au. 25. Winiam Barnd
ron, a commission
merchant, was
killed aid -- Harry Clark was seriously
injured when the automobile in which
they were Tiding went over an embankment near Glenfield early to day.;
Both were pinned under the car but
Clark succeeded Id freeing himself.
We also have " Diamond Flour," A Before he could summon help the gasoline tank exploded and Barron was
'
High Grade Colorado Milling that is burned to death.
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$ .50
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COMMISSION MERCHANT KILLED
IN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.
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FLOUR
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Kansas City

SuretyBonds
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,

.75

by us of

ESTATE

BUSINESS

Phone

. . .

1.25

The place where satisfaction is absolutely
guaranteed. Nothing
but the best the mar
ket affords for sale. We
still adhere to our old
policy first established

REAL

rA

49 Main

mal School.
(By Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexican)
J. R. Duckworth, general agent, and
New York Aug. 25. The downward
F. S. S peel man, traveling
freight movement was checked in the second
agent, of the Missouri Pacific and hour but recoveries were feeble, in
Iron Mountain Railway, spent yester- a few cases extending to a point, after
day in Santa Fe.
which setbacks promptly fol'owed. A
.
Wilson Mills, son of Governor W. J. feature was the offering of minor isMills, arrived in town- this afternoon sues et material concessions.
for a few days to visit friends. DuremDiscussions on the Exchange
ing his stay he win be the guest braced the critical railroad labor sitof Herbert Gehrlng. Las Vegas Optic. uation, the depression in' London and
Assistant Postmaster Ernest Blood on the continent and other adverse
expects to leave tonight for Kansas factors. The heavy offerings of steel
City, Topeka and other points in that came in large part from the shor's,
vicinity, where he will spend his an- who used this stock os a weapon
nual leave of absence. Las Vegas Op- wath which to essail the
general list.
tic.
Bonds were steady.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Montenie and
Corn-Fe- d
Selling of stocks was resumed at the
son, Philip, formerly of Santa Fe, ex- opening today wfth new low records
pect to leave this afternoon for Los in Lehigh Valley and Amalgamated
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Angeles, California, where they will Copper, which declined a point each.
spend a month's vacation visit. Ra- U. S. setel with sales of 0,000 shares
Veal and Lamb.
ton Range.
at a fractional loss and Southern Pa
Mrs. David J. Leahy and children cific &
Erie, were off substanial fracarrived last evening from Las Vegas !tions Tn
only Mtable gain was 3.4 Koine-Dresseand,. will .be. guests at the home ,of in Canadian Paciffc;
d
'
Poultry, Fresh
Mr. and Mrs. J. Leahy while attendMarket Closed eWek.
ing the Elks dedicatory exercises.
New York, Aug. 25. The market Fish, Fruits and
Raton Range.
Vegetables!
closed weak. Fractional rallies came
Mrs. E. Harney, who has been at in
and
the
Pacific
Union
last
hour,
Los Pinos and Conjeos Creek camping
Southern Pacific recovering a point SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS, j
with friends, has returned to the city
of, their declines but the movement
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS. ;
otherwise was not convincing. Lehigh
Valley and Reading were again under
pressure. St. Paul preferred declined Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
six.
'i
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Closing Quotations.
KAUNE
New York, Aug. 25. Prime ; paper, '
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
4
per cent; Mexican dollars, 45;
call money steady,
per cent;
bid;
amalgamated, 58; sugar," 114
Great Northern,
Atchison, 103
New York Central, 102
pfd., 121
Northern Pacific, 116; Reading,
PROPRIETOR.
140
Southern Pacific, 110
Union Pacific, 166
setel, 70; steel,
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Chaves County Central Committee.
Cunningham, Baker and Ross.
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GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
The second Republican county cen
to call a meeting is
Bernalillo County Scrap.
committee
tral
The
( Head Down)
In effect Sept. 1st 1910
(Read Up)
that for Chaves county. It will meet
Former Governor Herbert J.
2
12
20
1
STATIONS
19
at Roswell tomorrow afternoon.
of Roswell, who by the way, is
, Miles
said to be groomed by the insurgents
tt
p ID
4 00
7 30
0
Lv..Des Moines. N. M...Ar
Bernalillo County Cetnral Committee. as candidate for governor for New
3 50
7 40
4
Kumaldo
3 30
Judge Edward A. Mann, chairman,! Mexico, and if he fails in that, for V.
05
11
Dedman
3 15
16
L'apulln
g 20
called a meeting of the Republi-- ' S. Senator, "accidentally" attended
has
3 05
20
Vinil
a 35
can central committee of Bernalillo the meeting of the CiHenwater Bern2 45
50
25
Thompson
9 10
2 25
31
Cunningham
county, to meet on Monday forenoon alillo county Republican central com...
9 35
42
165
Clifton House N.M
1 30
at 10 o'clock at Albuquerque.
...
10 00
49
mittee at Albuquerque yesterday and
Ar ... Raton, N. M, ...I,v
"7T!T7"7
0
Ar 10 15
i.Lv
2 30
Raton, N.M
made an address to the Republicans
7
..
9
2 47
Clifton House N" Mj...
Democratic Club.
assembled. He must have been con
32
9
48
3 07
gPreston
The Young Men's Democratic
8 55
65
3 45
....
siderably jarred, however, when he
Koehler Junction
Club of Roswell, this week heard the following resolution adopt-- j
9 05
2
..
3 35
Koehler
8 20
68
HOolfax
held its first meeting since the consti ed unanimously and with enthusiasm:
4 16
8 02
76
Oerrososo
443
tutional campaign. There was con"Whereas, our delegate in Con- 7 46
82
Lv
5 00
Ar
Cimarron
6 35
Lv
Ar am
5 10
Cimarron
siderable enthusiasm.
press, Hon. William H. Andrews, has
M
6 27
Nash
5 18
through his tireless efforts, succeeded
6 17
5 2S
Harlan
i
6 00
94
6 45
Ar
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
in obtaining for us the much desired
Direct Primaries.
pm
pm
With statehood will commence the boon of statehood for New Mex.oa-"Now- ,
aligning cf party forces and deciding
therefore, be it resolved,
ijOonnects ac Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry, train both North' and South.
upon proper procedure to select nomi T'nat we, tne Republican central com- N.
N.IM.I
M.
at
meets
Houten
Preston
Van
trains
'or
SStage
deTerricounty of Bernalillo,
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for KUzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally excepj nees. At the outset the Advocate
sires to unequivocally record itself in tory of New Mexico, in regula- oudr.ys, Fare ii ou one way 83.50 round trip; fifty pound baggaze carried free.
O. & S train leaves Dea Mcines, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the favor of primaries to select all Demo
assembled, do hereby exten i sur
cratic nominees. Artesia Advocate.
tb at 4:98 a. m
heartfelt thanks and do commend tun
at ie and efficient work of our dele6ali
G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
At Magdalena Too.
in congress the Honorable Willlfl.r.i
&
G. M,
V. P.
Q. P. Agent,
The name of H. O. Bursum, mayor H. Andrews and assure him of out
Superintendent.
of Socorro, has been placed before the gratitude for his successful efforts in
public as a candidate for governor of behalf of the Republican party and
tnenew state of New Mexico. The the people of New Mexico.
nomination was made on the evening
"And be it further resolved, that a
of the 21st, at a gathering of the cit copy of this resolution be forwarded to
izens in celebrating the news of state- the Honorable William H. Andrews."
.
hood. The meeting was very enthusiastic. Speeches were made by several
McClure for Judge.
To ei
prominent citizens. Magdalena News.
A two column advertisement ap
Bisbe, Doc- -pears in the Roswell Morning News
W. C. T. U. Convention.
in which John T. McClure of Roswell,
ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
The Woman's Christian Temperance announces himself as candidate for
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Union of New Mexico which is prepar. judge of the Fifth Judicial District,
ing to take a very energetic part in and County Commissioner W. M. AtHag-erma-

111

49--

M.
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by a careful, practical and cpmmon
sense arrangement of court business.
I believe
that a district judge
should strive only to know what the
law is, without any regard to what
he thinks it ought to be, and what
the facts are, and in the light of the
law and facts, administer justice,
speedily, fairly and impartially.
I believe that unnecessary delays

in litigation oftentimes result in
the miscarriage of justice.
I believe that every litigant and every lawyer should stand on the same
footing and on the same level in the
courts of justice.
I believe that the criminal laws are
made to be enforced, and the duty of
securing speedy, fair and impartial
enforcement of the same rests largely
upon the courts.
I believe that the legislature should
change the times of holding court in
this judicial district, to the end that
the convenience of litigants may be
better served.
I believe in the doctrine of nominating elective officers at primary elections, so that every voter may have an
equal voice in their selection, and thai
it is the patriotic duty of every good
Democrat to acquaint himself with all
the candidates and then attend the
primaries and express his choice.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Prom Saratfl Fe

pso,

JjpPS

TliE
BEST

OR

BPBBpj

Tpr

ROUTE
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''

A

National

Committeeman

Solomon

Luna, State Chairman H.

O. Bursum,

Hon. Charles Springer, Governor Mills,
Secretary Jaffa and other leaders of
the Republican party today discussed
party matters. The concensus of
opinion seemed to favor holding the
election on November 7, an early,
brief and vigorous campaign and holding the convention at Santa Fe as
the most suitable and most appropriate place. However, this will be fot
the central committee to decide at its
meeting on Labor Day, September 4.

,

t

Jaffa 'and Andrews for Senators.
The esteemed Morning News last
Sunday indulged in a very interesting

Sk

to carry the people's fight steadily fit senatorial timber, and the abso- on until the toga is placed upon his lute knowledge that he is the popular
'choice of the great domain east of
broad and capable shoulders.
There is in this position not the the mountains.
slightest disparagement to any of thei With a life of splendid accomplish- other gentlemen who have been men- - ;ments behind him, without a political
tioned for the position, most of whom stain, fitted by education and personal
we highly; respect and personally qualities above all other men in the
know. Our attitude is a simple result territory, Nathan Jaffa shall be the
of our sincere belief that Mr. Jaffa is first junior senator from New Mexico,
Roswell Register-Tribunhead and shoulders above them all as

ttvn

A

by safe and sure methods, the
biers were, inf turn, introduced into
a game operated on Capitol hill. This
game was conducted by two women.
Most of the money originally lost by

Hotel Arrivals.

El Paso Texas.

Palace.

J.

A. Lowe, Socorro.

the "suckers" amounting to

D. E. Howse, Carlsbad.
E. M. Hansen, Dawson.

the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
IN

::::::::
AND

COLORADO

MEXICO.

NEW

For Further Information Call on or Address,

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,

ft

OR

W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe
THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

9-1-

4,

AVIATION

CURTIS

1911

MEET

" Birdmen " of International
Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
BULL " DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
e raced
bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
This stake was eiven bv the BLACk.
WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

TERRITORIAL SECRETARY
Who is Being Urged By His Friends to Run

JAFFA,

for Governor

kinson, who is some pumpkins politically, and was in Santa Fe this week,
declares that McClure will likely be
elected. A two column picture of the
prospective judge accompanies his
announcement in which ha declares
for the following platform:
I believe in the principles of the
Arizona Slate.
Democratic party, and have an abiding
A slate of national, state and county faith in its present and future useful- officers has already been prepared inlness
I believe that a public office is a
Arizona. The following is the lineup
for the first state election: For govern- public trust, and that a district judge
or, G. W. P. Hunt, of Globe; attorney is nothing more than a public servgeneral, George P. Ballard; United ant.
I believe that the district court
States senators, A. F. Parsons and
should be conducted solely and excluEugene Brady O'Neill or Henry
Rob sively for the benefit of litigants, and
corporation commission,
erts, of Cochise county, and Jones, or that the expense of litigation should
supreme court justices, be and can be reduced to the minimum
Maricopa;
the coming state campaign, today issued a call for a three days' convention at Las Vegas on September 1 9to
21, to plan and organize for the campaign. Considerable financial support
is expected from the national organization.

Ash-urs-

$1,000 1
BASEBALL

EVERY DAY

EXCITING

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTIi,

President.

JOHN

Notice for PuDlicatlon.
Not coal.
Department of ti.e Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa
re, N. M.

July

31, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Jacobo
Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
No.
for SW
of section
14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M.
P. meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
estab'Uih claim to the land r.bove
before register or receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M..
op the 13to day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lopez, Emiterio Leyba, Macario
Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of . Leyba,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
9021-0727-

4

Pla-cld- o

ilegltr.

8. McMANUS,

of what may be politically
under the fact of statehood, and its
inducement in prophecy may be ac
cepted as perhaps most accuraie from
a Democratic standpoint.
It also stated that a compromise ar
rangement has been effected whereby
Nathan Jaffa is to have the nomina
tion for governor without opposition,
in return for stepping aside from the
senatorial situation, a proposition that
is full of interest to the friends of
the secretary in Roswell who hadn't'
V
heard of it.
There is no question whatever that
Nathan Jaffa would' make the best
governor of any man in New Mexico
today, but if there has been any such
combination it has not been agreed to
by the Roswell wing of the propo-gandfor Jaffa, who have not wavered in their insistance that he be the
senatorial candidate of the great Pesummary

a

cos valley, conceding Mr. Andrews to
the other side of the hills as a plain
matter of justice and gratitude for
the great work of the delegate in the
'
.,
long fight now ended.
There is abundant justification for

Secretary-Manage-

r

:

t
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TO AND FROM ROSvELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line At Vaugiin lor Koswell, dally
Automobile leaves Vaughn lor Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. uud arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaven
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. in. The
tare between Saut-- V aud Torrance
is 5&.S0 and between Torrance and
Reserve seats on auto
Roswell $10.
nobile by wire. J. W Sockard,
More people, men and women, are
suffering Iron kidney and bladder1
trouble than ever before, and eaca
year more of them turn for quick relief and permanent benefit to Foley's
Kidney
Remedy, which has proven
Itself to be one of the most effective
remedies for kidney and bladder ailments, that medical science has devised. For sale b all druggist.
v

or for Congress.

HORSE RACES

1

$

j

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
of

H. F. Lee Allmquerque.
C. M. Light, Silver City.
Eleanor L. Quick, Little Rock, Ark.
Ralph E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
Charles Springer, Cimarron
Montezuma .
A. J. Casner, City.
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
George F. Powers, Denver.
J. R. Duckworth, Pueblo.
F. S. Spielinan, Pueblo.
H. H. Brooks, Buckman.
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
J. 0. Weil, San Francisco.
H. Williams, Deming.
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
Coronado.
Ethel Gardner, Lyndon, Kas.
J. B. Espine, San Ildefonso.
John Silva, Albuquerque.

i

this insistence. Nathan Jaffa is the
cleanest and biggest man in the "Re
publican party in New Mexico today.
He has the confidence of the people of
all political parties, who know and
love him. The national Republican
organization and the administration
have faith in him that is born of his
illustrious service and his spotless
life. It would be a great thing for
New Mexico to send such a man to
the Senate upon its first opportunity.
It would speak well for the patriot
ism, the decency, the sensible political
manhood of the new state. It would
give to the people better service than
could be had by the selection of any
other man as junior senator. ..'

"A. T. & S. F. Ry
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive t Santa Fe 12:10
p. nr.
4 p. mp

Register-Tribun-

M". A. OTERO,
Campaign for Governor of the New State

1, west-

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p.
9

m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arr'v at Santa Fe 11:10

P. m.

'

D. & Ft. C. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: OS p. m. from north.

Ev-'fro-

2

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlerta with No.
east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
No. 3 east,

n

Elks' Convention
picture at the
Elks' theater August 28 and 29. Don't
Denver, Colo., Aug. 25. After scores fail to see it.
of gamblers had come into Denver to
take part in the "open play" in gaming houses here Chief Armstrong
brought gloom into their camps by
CALIFORNIA
closing every card room in the city.
The cause for action on the part of
the police was the gossip concerning
EXCURSIONS
a game of "stud" poker, during which
thousands of dollars had changed
SANTA FE
hands, the hulk of the losses finally
TO
resting within the safety deposit
vaults of the gamblers.
Several
Los
Angeles,
QA
months ago permission seems to have
been granted or assumed by several San Diego,
men to conduct card rooms where the
play would be limited to "little matchSan Francisco,
es of card science and gambling skill
among friends." The idea grew, until
RETURNING
ten days ago, five card rooms were in
full operation in the downtown secVia Portland, $68.35
tion. After winning large amounts
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Tickets on Sale Daily Until
September 30th.
RETURN

LIMIT,

Liberal

Stop-Ove-

OCTOBER 31, 1911

r

Privileges.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

For information, timetables
and literature, call on or address," 7'v"-- '

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M.

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL,

e

Tc-pe- ka

Who Is Makl.ig a Most Energetic

connect with No.

bound.

is proud of
Carrying the V. S. mall and pasthe fact that it first brought forward sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
the name of Mr. Jaffa for this dosI- N. M., connecting with the
tion, and that it was done of its own Roswell,
volition, on behalf of the great people El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isof the great Pecos valley, who are for land Railroads and the Atchison,
him without division. Mr. Jaffa did
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arno autnorize the announcement. The
authorization came from a higher rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a- - m., arsource, tne proletariat, who ' would
tomorrow give him more votes for the rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
Job, if it were determined that way
man any other man In New Mexico.
Now that the field is open we bropose
The

The following are tne time tables
the local railroads:

Leave

DENVER POLICE CLOSE
UP POKER GAMES.
Gambling Became Too Notorious
en for the Wide-OpeDemocratic
City Administration.

$50,000,

more or less, finally found its way into the coffers of the Capitol hill game.

Joseph Y. Hewitt, Whiet Oaks.
Theodore Espe, Santa Fe.
W. B. Freeman, City.
E. S. Waddle, St. Joe.
G. W. Prichard, City.'
Solomon Luna, Los Lunas.
H. O. Bursum, Socorro.

Are You Going Fishing?
The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to

I

'''it

FORMER GOVERNOR HERBERT J. HAGERMAN,
Who is Being Groomed By His Followers for the First State Governor
ship of New Mexico and Then a U. S. Senatorship.

Par rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

9H

"-A

V.'

M

WEST

'

Short Campaign.

EAST

T

l

1

a

ts-no- n

-.

.

t "r

J W.

N. M

t
100 lbs.
Baggage allowance
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of S5.00 per hundred lbs.
to carry any Kino
or
of trunkt
baggage, up to 1,500 lbs-Special rates are given for excur
sions. for eight or snore passengers.
For further information, write the
We are equipped

Roswell Auto Co.. Soswell, N.

STOCKARDi

It.

;

MANAGE?

TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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IHANGE

ORDERS

NATIONA L GUARD

Office op the adjutant general
)
I
Santa Fe, JVew Mexico,
No. 15.
)
Auyurt la, l'ju.
The following named officers and enlisted men of the organized militia, Territory of New Mexico, having made the highest scores in the competition at Camp Mills, N. M., will compose the rifle team which will represent the Territory in the
National Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio, during the current
month.
MEMBERS OP TEAM.
Captain Carlos Vierra, 1st Infantry.
Private Eben P. C611, Co. "C", 1st Infantry.
Sergeant G. A. Reed, Co. "B", 1st Infantry.
Corporal M. J. Forbes, Co. "K", 1st Infantry.
Color Sergeant Elmer J. Feemster, 1st Infantry.
Private Nash Duke, Co. "K", 1st Infantry.
1st Lieutenant M. G. Browne, 1st Infantry.
2nd Lieutenant J. H. McHughes, 1st Infantry.
Colonel Robert Smart, Medical Corps.
Corporal Amos William, Co. "K", 1st Infantry.
Artificer Alfred B. Coll, Co. "C", 1st Infantry.
2nd Lieutenant Jacob Safford, 1st Infantry.

rSF
wfeS

r1''

Captain C. R. Echols, 1st Infantry.
1st Lieutenant John F. Newkirk, 1st Infantry.
Sergeant Ralph W. Enos, Co. "F", 1st Infantry.
TEAM OFFICERS.

Colonel E. C. Abbott,1 1st Infantry, Team Captain.
Captain Norman L. King, 1st Infantry, Team Coach.
1st Sergeant Fred West, Co. "B", 1st Infantry, Team
Spotter.
The members of the team will proceed
the 20th
inst., to Camp Perry, Ohio, under command of Colonel E. C.
Abbott, 1st Infantry, Team Captain, and report upon the
arrival there to Brigadier General R. K. Evans, Executive
Railroad and Pullman transOfficer, National 'Matches.
portation will be furnished by the Adjutant General. Commutation of rations at the rate of $1.50 per day will be paid
each enlisted men on the team in advance, it being impracticable for these men to carry rations of any kind. On completion of their duties the members of the team will return to their
homes. The travel directed is necessary in the military
service.
By command of the Governor:

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M

I

sV

,

I

H. H. DORMAN,
Master
CHAS- - E LIXNEY.

Santa Fe Chapter

if

m

,j4

-

dl-I-

BY JULIA

was ever quite so
NOTHING "fit" and good
for daily
....
..

bric-a-bra-

CARTWPJGHT,

BOTTOM LEY,

Venerable Master.
"mountain leghorns" for those that HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
are looking for cheaper hats and great
numbers of canvas weaves, pretty and
B. P. O. E.
inexpensive, that will last out the
Santa Fe Lodge No.
season with some care.
460, B. P. O. E. holds
The rough straws are trimmed with
its regular session or,
ribbon or silk arranged in the simthe second and fourth
plest of drapes and rosettes. Milans
are finished with velvet ribbon as a
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothrule and the canvas hats or those of
ers are inviteo and
smoothly woven straw are finished
welcome.
with a plain fold of silk or band of
narrow ribbon about the crown and
CARL A. BISHOP.
a rosette of fancy silk or straw braid J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
at the side. A pretty quill or two is
Secretary.
often added.
In all of these hats the crowns are
large enough to fit quite comfortable
on the head. Brims nearly all droop,
even though there be an upward roll
toward the brim-edgThey are kept
on the head by an elastic band which
passes under the hair.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Flowers or any fragile trimmings
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. bold
are out of place on such hats. Only its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
the simplest and most durable of first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
decorations are to be considered. Ex- ers are always welcome.
cellent examples of such millinery are
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
pictured here, but (with apologies to
President
milliners and to manufacturers), they C. J. NEIS,
do not equal the dear,
Secretary.
in adaptation to their use
nor even in charm. Nevertheless they
F. W. FARMER
are attractive and good.
Homestead No.

o

2879.

TUNIC

FOR SMALL BOY

1-- 8

l-- 4

corn-mea-

bors welcome.

1-- 2

';

SUMMER
TOURIST

9

3

RATES
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FE,
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M.,

semi-pros-
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STOP-OVE-

-
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I

It .

lmpo-dence- T

1

Agt.,

1

Bsrorr-Patbflnde- r.

New

change.

Phone 231.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in tje Distrl t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice In the District ana Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

W. A.
meets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tLlrd
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. VUUng neigh

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Consul

WILLIAM WIcKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe Camp

No.
6673, R. N. A. meets

Land

Mining and
Taos,

Law.
New Mexico.

fourth Tuesday of
R. Easley
each month; so- Chas. F. Easley. & Chas.
EASLEY.
EASLEY
cial meeting third
Attorneys at Law.
Tuesday at Elks'
Practice in the courts and before.
HalL Visiting
Land Department
neighbors welcome
Land grants and titles examined.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Office Eetan
Oracle. Santa Fe, N. M., branch

2

641-25--

adjusted and repaired.

Ribbons atid sup
platens furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrites guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex

M.

A. G. WHITTIER,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

2

5--

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned,

Santa Fe Camp
13514,

-

MARKETKEPORT

Salem, Oregon.

Brotherhood
of
G. W. PRICHARD
American Yeomen
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Meets
Secon
Practice in all the Dl'triet Court
and Fourth Thura
and give special uttedtwn to cases
days,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman, before the Territorial Supreme Court.
C. G. Richie, Cor. Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. 21.
Sec. Mrs. Dais;
HARRY O. MOULTON
Farmer.

8

.:--

second

.

near-traged-

pt.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

tage.

WANTED Agent to sell our line of
Santa Fo Commandeo goods in Santa Fe on commission.
Bond required, wagon furnished. Write
1, K. T.
Regular
conclave fourth Mon Grand Union Tea Co., Denver, Colo.
day in each month at
WANTED A good hustling man to
Masonic Hall at 7:30
handle Capitol Household Brushes in
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEEL-ONE. C. this country; must be steady, reliable
and a worker; exclusive territory; exW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
cellent inducements; one who undercanvassing preferred. Address
Santa Fe lodge of stands
Sa!e6 Department, Capitol Brush ComPerfection No. 1, 14th
pany, Hartford, Conn.
degree. Ancient 8nd Accepted Scottish Rite of
OPPORTUNITY is simpry the apFree Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month plication of energy to every day conat 7:30 o'clock In the evening In ditions as they arise. We .pay bifr
advance cash,
teach
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza. commissions,
you furnish the energy.
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cor- salesmanship;
Conditions are favorable. Write for
invited to attend.
ly
terms. Salem Nursery Company,
S. G.
32.

'

one-fift-

1--

No.

Regular

ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

$10,000.
A few

8

A. M.

convocation

l.

4

FOR SALE Pair driving
mules.
Santa Fe Lumber and Transfer Co.

.

Secreta.-y-

Monday of each month
FOR SALE New Singer sewing
at Masonic Hall a'
machine, clean household furniture,
7:30 p. m.
this week only. Inquire New Mexican
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P- office.

years ago Manager McGraw
.. 1. n
th.
of the New York Giants offered the
which
St Louis Nationals $10,000 for Pitch- fled and starched
er Karger and was willing to throw the grandmothers of today wore in
in a couple of young pitchers to boot. their childhood. Made of washable
Owner Robinson
of
the Cardinals ginghams and chambrays, more or
wanted to give the fans a winner and less ruffled and embroidered, they
turned down the offer without even constituted a part of every girl's
hesitating. Karger failed to show the wardrobe. An assortment of two or
next year, was traded to Cincinnati three did service for a summer, were
and then turned loose to a minor consigned to tne tub when soiled and
league elub. He is now with the emerging from their laundering fresh,
Boston Americans, but is nothing like delightful and as good as new.
the pitcher he was a few years ago.
But for some reason, or lack of reaA. S. BROOKES,
Not so many years ago Elmer son, people of the towns and cities
Official:
General.
Adjutant
Flick, Jack Powell, Lou Criger, Terry gradually discarded the sunbonnet and
'
A. S. BROOKES,
,
Turner, Herman Schaefer, Lee Tanne-hil- substituted for it straw hats, more or
Adjutant General.
Bill Bradley, Bill Donovan and a less practical.
Recently favor has
host of other stars would have started back to the washable article
brought fancy prices were they placed and as a compromise the washable
BRONCO GRAY MARE
steady; muttons, $3.253.75; lambs, on the auction block of baseball. hat has been steadily growing in
S5.50S6.50:
ranee
SWEEP.
wethers and yearl While quite a few of the boys are popularity.
MAKES CLEAN
still valuable to have around, there
ings, $3.254.25; range ewes, ?2.75
In the meantime childrens' hats for
.5
She Looked Very Gentle But She Ter- 3.7
wouldn't be any riot should they be daily wear are made of a number of
rorized All Water Street Yesoffered for sale, and they wouldn't durable straws in the lovely natural
h
the price they would straw colors, in white and in all
bring
terday Afternoon.
SAG IN WHEAT ON
colors.
The best-likewith very
CHICAGO GRAIN MARKET; have commanded five years ago.
Good players are players who take good reasons, are the rough glace
A well known and talented young
bronco buster of this city gave an Corn and Oats Were Firm and Pro. long chances.
Players who take un- .straws in natural color. These stand
usual risks are, of course, very liable a vast amount of wear and a certain
exhibition at one of the livery stables
visions Responded to Strength
to Injury, and slight injuries often amount of rough handling.
yesterday afternoon which started out
in Hog Market.
ruin star players.
Yes, indeed, star
There are Milans for those who are
by being highly amusing and ended
ball players are more delicate than
in a
to
Leased
New
willing to pay the price, the coarse
Wire
Mexican) the daintiest
(Bv Special
bits of
The mare was supposed to have Chicago, 111., Aug. 25. A sag in
been broken but she had not been rid- the wheat market here resulted today
den for nine days and was feeling from the fact that stocks at the quays CALLAHAN IS BIG SURPRISE TO CLEAN THE STRAW HAT
The buster did not put on in Liverpool had been released by.
frisky.
both cinches of his saddle and the the ending of the strl.e Bearish in- former White Sox Manager and Play. Mixture That Will Restore Natural
Color After the Sun Has Bleached
er Is Proving Sensation of Season
pad under the saddle was slippery. fluence came also from the crop sitHead Covering.
When he got cn the animal she pitch- uation in northwest Canada. Opening
in American League.
lower to a shade
ed like a tub boat in a gale. Shouts prices were
to
To restore the natural straw color
from the bystanders testified their up. December started at 94
Jimmy Callahan, one of the veterans
keen amusement The buster, was within a sixteenth either way of last of the diamond. Is the surprise of the of a hat, clean with a paste of lemon
tar971-8- .
baseball season. Jimmy was manager Juice and sulphur and cream of
finally pitched off before he could get night's figures but declined to
The close was steady with Decem- of the Chicago White Sox several tar. First brush the hat thoroughly
a firm foot in the stirrups. The mare
and then rinse off
a gain of
then tore around narrowly escaping ber at 94
years ago and left the club to manage with this mixture
Sailor
two horses hitched to a hotel bus.
team in the Windy with clean water and press.
Purchases by a leading house on the a
hats are beautifully cleaned in this
Now
is
back
he
with
Sox
the
the
city.
cornbull
resaddled
made
side
firm. December
The bronco buster
Wash white straw with oxalic
again and apparently playing as good way.
to
mare, (as soon as he had gotten his opened
higher at 62
which
has been diluted with wa
acid
as
ever
ball
he
did.
Speaking of his ter.
and then reacted to 62l-8- .
second breath) and put both cinches
A
hat can be eleanea
leghorn
The close was easy with December come back Jimmy says:
on and a curb bit and powerful reins.
l.
with water or
"I'll
one
tell
not
it's
old
you
thing;
looked
lower
the
shade
a
mare
at
61
The
personification
and place it
Brush
it
lightly
that stops most ball players, it's
of gentleness and no effort was made
to
the
The oats pit watched corn. Decem- age
the knee. That's what put out Ham over burning sulphur bebleach
to hold her. Suddenly she started on ber started a shade to
burned In
straw. The sulphur may
dearer ilton, McOraw, Bill
Lange, Jack Doyle
a rampage and dashed out to Water at 44
of a barrel and
and Emmet Heidrick. That knee cap a can In the bottom
street. A black dog took after her
Provisions responded moderately to will stop any of them. But that's not the hat may be suspended at the top,
and was landed a blow on the chin
One can
in the hog market. First my case. I quit when I was manag where it will not scorch.
that put him to sleep. The mare tore strength
freshen a colored straw hat with dyes
5 cents lower to 7 12c up
were
sales
Sox.
was
I
too
the
ing
having
good
diluted in gasoup the street, and several people with
a time. But I haven't been really out or water color paints
f
January delivery 16.471-to a hat,
rushed to the jail and into houses to
If
line.
applied
properly
9.02
to
9.05
8.45
for
was
of
lard and
pork,
It I
playing ball all the time these
desired color..
the
will
escape her. She fell twice, slid 19 for ribs.
give
dyes
in Chicago. At one time I had Mike
feet on the pavement and was finally
When a hat cannot be given its origDonlin, Tom Hughes, Jake Stahl, Bar
lassoed and taken to a corral. One
inal color, it can be dyed black, and
McCormick
on
team.
and
ry
my
myself
of the bystanders laughed so hard
black is always practical
a
That's
ball
club.
pretty nearly
HOW'S THIS?
If your black hat is a little worse
that he had to be assisted up town as
"As to the reasons for my coming
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
tor wear and the crown has become
he was nearly overcome from weakback there are four or five of them,
somewhat loppy through acquaintance
ward for any case of Catarrh that canness.
with the spring rains, renovate it by
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
dampening the crown with a cloth
moistened with water and then press
We, the undersigned, have known F.
i
it dry with a warm Iron. Cover the
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be' MONEY AND METAL.
crown with lilacs, with a pink rose
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
peeping out every now and then. The
25.
New York, Aug.
Copper spot business transactions and financially
effect Is very artistic, and this meth1212.20; Lead easy 4.454.55; Sil- able to carry out any obligations made
od of trimming is fashionable as well
ver 521-2- .
by his firm.
as handy in concealing the limp side
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
crown.
25.
Wheat, Sept.
;
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Chicago, 111., Aug.
90
Dec. 94
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interLace Mitts Are Worn.
. Corn-r-Seec, 617-8- . nally, acting directly upon the blood
Lace mitts continue to be kepf at
Oats Sept 421-4- ; Dec. 44
and mucous surfaces of the system.
glove counters and to find buyers.
Pork Jan. 16.25.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
They range In price from a dollar or
Lard Sept. 9.25; Jan. 9.
.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
so to almost anything, according to
Ribs Sept 8.95; Jan. 8.35.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti' WOOL'
quality of the lace. And it Is the highpation.
est
priced ones that are taking with
25
Wool, firm;
St. Louis, Mo., Aug.
the
shoppers. The mitts are worn on
territory and western mediums, 17
hot nights for dinners and for dances
20; fine mediums, 1718; fine, 11
and they are sometimes seen in fash'
Jimmy Callahan.
.
15.,;
ionable afternoon turnouts with rich
LIVESTOCK.
In the first place, I needed the money costumes.
Mitts never go quite out
Re-:
Chicago, 111., Aug. 25. Cattle
ball didn't look so good of use, though little Is seen of them
and semi-pr- o
celpts, 2,000; market steady; beeves,
to me, for the party I rented from on the city street and In public places.
I6.108.10; Texas seters, $4.50
raised the rent on me from $1,000 to Still, the woman who would have her
steers, $4.256.95;
6.45; western
(5,000 a year. Besides, the American hands comfortable and at the same
Btockers and feeders,
association has Just invested $82,000 time make a pretense of covering
$3.105.50;
cows and heifers, $2.256.40; calves,
In real estate In Chicago and you them can always resort to mitts.
.
know what they would do to the
$6.008.85.
east.-When I started they had two
"market
13,000;
Hogs Receipts,
New Veil.
other clubs. Now there are 11 semi-prSANTA
N.
can
Tou
a new veil from
strong; light, 7.207.70; mixed, $7.05
keep
clubB In Chicago. One day I was
7.20? heavy,
the sewing
rough,
$6.907.65;
TO
clubs In Chicago. One day I met stretching by threading
pro
machine with silk of the same color
$6.907.65; rough, $6.907.15; good Chicarn. Ills
25
t50
said
he'd
and
to
he
like
have
Commy
I
FVWVW
"
t
to choice heavy, $7.157.70; pigs,
stitching carefully along each
St Louis, Mo., . . . . . . 44.35 me with him again. I was Ineligible and
edge. The stitching will not show
$4.757.50; bulk of tales, $7.207.50.
so
I
said
to
him:
'Ton
at
the
time,
and the veil will remain always in
market St. Paul, Minn., .
50.35
8,000;
Sheep Receipts,
release me.' He did and they nut-good condition.
. steady; native,
$2.153.75; western Denver, Colo,
21.10
am.
stated me and here I
. . . ,..
$4.005.75;
$2.503.70; yearlings,
Colorado Springs, . . . .
At the Concert?
18.15
:.)
western
Shifting the Blame.
lambs, native, I4.006.60;
A stager screeched oh, fearful wranda!
Pueblo,
assessor
An
had
Indiana
16.35
Colo.,
trouble
get.
.
,: $4.757.80.
"I would I were a bird."
;
Sing people to list dogs for taxes.
She weighed at least 200 pound
DATES OF SALE.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 25. Cattle
rlalblea wm
Our
he
asked.
a
"Got
Dawg?"
.Receipts, 1,000 Including 500 southwas the answer.
Dally until Sept. 30th. Return
"No,"
erns; market steady; .native steers.
October 31.
"Well, 1 11 'sess you one anyway
'
Demise Uncertain.
$5.25 8.20; southern steers, $4.00
Low Rates to Other Summer Resorts
lot my fault if hain't got any plenty
was
a new play to be given
There
$2.60
6 50; southern cows and heifers,
f dawgs." Success.
fUVILEGEL
. LIBERAL
by the stock company and the heavy
4.50; native cows and heifers, $2.50
villain was starting off for rehearsal.
'
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
7.25; Btockers and feeders, $3.60
Much Obliged.
"And, by the way, Julius," asked
$4.00
calves,
5.75; bulls, I3.0Q4.60;
For Information, time-table- s,
Mr, Henpeck Are yon the man bis wife, "what time will you be home
" 7.25; western steers, 14.5007.60?
tor supper 8, 9 or 10 o'clock?"
who gave my wife a lot of
etc., call on or address,
western cows, $2.754.75.
can't tell you now, Bedelia," re' Hogs Receipts, 3,600; market 6e MVS. LUTZ,
Mr. Scrapper I reckon I am.
sponded the Thespian, as he slipped
of
sales, $7.2007.35.
higher; bulk
Ton're 4 oa Ms $1,000 overcoat,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Mr., Henpeck Shakel
hart forgot,
... ,
3,000; ' market
Sheep Receipts
tea which act I die la."
1-- 8

WANTS

FOR RENT
house.
See
Regular comniun.1- cation first Monday 'John PHueger, the shoe man.
of each month at
FOR SALE Good saddle pony for
at
Masonic - Hall
children. Inquire 601 Palace ave.
7.30.

1, R.

a big Bum.
Four years ago George Stone of the
St Louis club led the American
league in batting. Stone and his big
stick was feared by every pitcher
in the Johnsonian
circuit.
Every
club owner would have been delighted
to buy Stone at most any old price,
while the St. Louis fans simply Idolized their batting king. All kinds of
offers were made Owner Hedges, but
he turned a deaf ear to them.
Stone was expected to be the big
noise the following
year, but he
Trouproved a rank disappointment.
ble over saiary caused him to get .
late start Injuries set him back several times just as he was getting into
his stride and all in all he had a bad
year. One of the injuries to his
ankle slowed him up considerably
and since then a number of hits that
he used to beat out go In the putout
column. Three years ago Stone would
have brought down something
like

'

Fraternal Societies
I

Star ball players are certainly a
mighty risky commodity.
One year a player may show to
advantage, look like a million dollars,
cause his owner to turn down all
kinds of fabulous offers for his serv
ices, and the following year proves
a big failure.
While every club owner is in the
baseball business to get the money.
still it's the one ambition of every
owner and manager to win pennants,
otherwise there would be much more
trading and selling of players among
the various clubs of the majors and
minors. Civic pride often keeps an
owner from selling one of h!s stars for

PRINCIPALS.

ALTERNATES.

Children's Hats

IN PLAYER'S WORTH

One Year Ho' May Look Like a Mil
lion Dollars to Owner and Following Beaton Prove Failure.

General Orders

PAGE 8EVEN

31.

FLORENCE RISING,
This useful little garment can be
Recorder.
made in many different materials,
such as zephyr, linen or serge; it is
Notice for Publication.
cut Magyar and has buttons sewn
Not coal land.
fasform
down front, some of these
of the Interior,
Department
tening, others just trimming; striped U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, N. M.
material is used for the collar, cuffs,
.July 29, 1911.
waistband, and to edge skirt.
Notice is hereby given that Seferlno
Materials required: 1
yard 40
of Pecos, N. M., who on July
Lucero,
material.
Inches wide,
yard striped
30, 1916, made homestead entry, No.
SE
for lot 3, SE
An Idea for Packing.
W
15
SE
of
section
23,
township
or
suitcase
As you pack your bag
11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
N,
keep an account of the articles you filedrange
take with you. This will help you la five-ye- notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to
many ways
When you start for home you will the land above described, before regknow whether or not you have lost or ister or receiver, U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on tne 14th day or
mislaid anything.
And should the baggage miscarry or September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
get lost or damaged in any way a list
of your belongings will be most helpGonzales, Jose L. Martinez, Doful in settling matters.
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez,
But don't, when you have made It, all of Pecos, N. M.
do as one girl did pack it away In
MANTJED R. OTERO,
the trunk.
Register.
9736-0766-

2

4

Don-acian-

cia. N. M.

H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts io
the Territory.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe
,-

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico,

Taos,

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
ot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.

The Hem of a 8klrt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
skirt may be finished in much the
(Not Coal Land.)
if
same manner as a man's trousers,
Y
of the Interior
Department
the binding braid be stitched In the
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
bottom In the usual way. Put in a
M. DIAZ,
DR.
July 29. 191lT
strip of mending tissue' the width of
Notice Is hereby given that Vicente
CAPITOL
PLACF
the braid when turning it up to baste
RESIDENCE,
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., wh6, on July
and press with a hot iron.
Phone, 21 6 Red
30, 1906, made homestead entry Mo.
The braid should be fastened at
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
each seam and the effect will be by
Sec. 24, and the W 2 NW
Sec.
Phone, 220 Black
far neater than that obtained by the
25, Township 15 N, Range 11 E., N.
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
old method.
M. p. Meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make final five year proof,
The Material.
"What do yon think castltw to to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or Recelv W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Spain are built off
er, U. & Land Office at Santa Fe,
Of
That's easy.
gold bricks."
Genito urinary Diseases.
N. M, on the 14th day of September,
191L
Smart Jimmy.
The wasserman & noouch
Claimant names as witnesses:
The boy who was asked to nam the
TESTS. SAI,VARSAN "606",
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both
seven wooden of the world tumbled
ADMINISTERED. , '
of
N.
of
Pecos,
M.,
Romero,
until
Enriquez
alons;
...
ha had totaled six. There
M
h stalled.
N.
Candido
and
Rivera,
Glorleta,
Chemical and Microscopical Ex- -,
"Can any pupil add the seventhr ct Santa Fe, N. M.
aminations of blood, sputum, urine
the teacher asked. "Perhaps you eaa,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and gastric contents. Directions
Register. for
collecting specimens given or
"If yon please, sir," replied Jimmy
t
application.
on
If
want
you
think it
earth try
the triple nlas no
anything
a Want ad in the New Mexicaa
V
State Nat Bank VAu Albuquerque N
A

J.

9734-0765- 8,

1--

.
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no. 4

PHONE

Andrews "Gash" no.

GROCERY

BAKERY

!

" UNCLE SAM "
Inspects all (he BEEF,

(VEAL

AND PORK we

We Buy the Best K.

C.

'S' MflHKrl PHONE 92

92

" QUANTITY AND QUALITY "
We see by the "New Mexican" that the Beef
Barons have raised the price of meats. Now, take
our word for it, there is no use for this at the present timenot in Santa Fe. We are selling high-graNATIVE BEEF cheaper than it has been sold
for years, while as for MUTTON, LAMBS and KIDS,
there are none finer in the world than those raised
right here at home ; and your money stays here and
de

sell.

Meats.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

l-

IIIIIIIILI

MARKET

AND

FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1911.

at

Phone No. 4.

trust prices.

one-ha- lf

.........DON'T MISS

SALE

BEEF
Pot Roast,

10 & 12

Amethysts, Opals,

Prime Ribs of Beef, 15c lb

Roasts,
EXQUISITE DESIGNS

Stew,

.

.

15c

Shoulders,

.

3 lbs 25c

Steaks, .

GOLD AND SILVER

v e recommend Waithara
Watches
because we believe them to be the
bust. Our stock offers a wide as-

Hindq'ters, 50e

goud

S.

Time You Owned a Waitham"
We will show you the
exquisitely thin mode
Walthams of
tje Colonial Series and will
riame the VVaitham movement
Lest
suited to your

Sides, 90c

SPITZ,

Chops,

Stew,

The Jeweler

.
.

.

20c

Foreq'ters, 40c

.

15c

.

POULTRYHENS, SPRING CHIX

Just receiveda large lot
Goods

Second-han- d

Carpets

and

Rugs

That will go at a low prices. Call
and get prices.

Why pay more elsewhere ?

Bananas, the big ones, 35c per dozen.
3 for 25c
. ;l .
;
Canteloupes, fresh
Las Cruces Tomatoes, 10c qt.
to-da-

y,

Strictly Fresh Eggs, 25c Dol
PHONE

All Kinds

of Vegetables

n iitt

1

92

HflflKKi

urn mil

PHONE

O

DAVID LOWITZKI

j

!

..

Housekeeper.
One More Chance to get the benefit
of the great glove sale of the Adolph
It
Seligman Dry Goods Company.
will pay you if you have not already
bought a pair.
Beef, lamb, pork, mutton, fish, veal,
hens, broilers, sausages at Andrews'
New Fall Line of ladies suitings are
now ready for your inspection. , Do
not wait until the big rush is on, or
der now end have that suit ready
when you need it. Seligman Bros.

92

Change of Program at the Elks' to
night.
Marriage Licenses Marriage licen
ses were issued and taken out today
by the following: Charles Bolller, 24,
of Alamosa, and Lottie M. Lewis, aged
21, of Chama; Jose de Gallegos, 21, of
Espanola; and Josefina Garcia, aged
17, of Alcalde.
Warranty Deeds Warranty deeds

were recorded in the probate clerk's
office today by Juan Jose Rodriguez to
Seligman Brothers and Company, for
land in precinct No. 3, for $ 100 consid
eration; Siloveria M. Chaves to Jose
Rafael Anaya, land in Santa Fe county, $300.
Sweet

,;

now.

CUT FLOWERS ALL THE TIME.
At the .

. .

CLARENDON GARDENS .". .

Phone

O

Out New Addition fo?

tfcie,

12

'

potatoes, tomatoes, cantaloupes, cucumbers, squash, and everything else in vegetables at Andrews'.
Our bakery is turning out firstclass
bread, pies, rolls, cream puffs, cakes,
etc. Try our oread, its fresh.
"

Plums, Apples, Crab Apples and Pears

HOUSE FOR RENT

--

Co.

Shoujders, . . 2 lbs 25c
3 lbs for 25c
Shoulder Chops, 2 lbs 25c
15c
Legs,
per lb.
.

Potatoes, 8 lbs for 25c.

Also

.

MUTTON

Cone in and talk watch with us. Tt will
not oohgnte buying and it may profit
you
much.
e y!I explain what constitutes
tanc-piec- c
ft

of

;

15c

Foreq'ts, 50c

Sides, $1.00

KIDS

Walth am Watches

"It's

Hindq'ts, 60c

FILIGREE

sortment of

.

C

LAMB

IN

,

jjj

...

VEAL

.

.

GUIB

heard August 30 at 10 a. m.
Don't Forget to see the Elks' parade
August 28 and 29.
ACROSS CONTINENT
TWO WHITE-TAILE-

-

-

.'

Promiscuous Shooting While Miss
Boyle and several others were in the
Boyle orchard on De Vargas street

yesterday afternoon, several bullets
whizzed by them and one of them embedded itself in the trunk, of a tree
against which one person was leaning..
The police were called upon to investigate and it seems that several boys

EASTERN

rEiw

I

GENTLEMAN

of refine-

ment and good character, would like
to correspond with young lady of
Spanish descent. R. Hamilton,
New Mexico- WAN TEi) a good position in intermediate or grammar grades by an experienced, well equipped teacher. Address Miss F. Wallin, 324 W. Bijou,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

CVVppT DC AC SEPARATE

EC

BEHIND
DEER.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 25 Two
American white tailed deer, driven
by Frank Clemens, and attached to a
light wagon, will start from this city
in a day or so, for New York City.
Clemens has trained the deer for a
year and they appear well broken.
The harness is similar to that used
on horses and the animals obey in
docile manner the driver's commands.
Cflemens believes that he will make
thet trip in three months. His ultimate destination is Europe. The deer
were captured when quite young, near
Sand Point, Idaho, Clemens' home.

,

Porterhouse
Steaks
Round
Hamburgh

and 7c lb

6

Boiling Beef,

lb. Sirloin

l--

BiiTv

j

Rolled Ribs, no bone, 20c lb

Turquoise, Laveliers,

in the neighborhood were target
with their rifles.
Of. shooting
Homo grown sweet corn, and all
other vegetables from Andrews' gardens. California head lettuce at Andrews'
X,
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 2o.
Corn Stalk 11 Feet Tall F. S. Don-noi-l,
X The weather for New Mexico 3t
who was at tile ranch of Dr.
3t
local.
with
X is generally cloudy
X Thomas A. McCarthy near Tesuque
Si showers tonight or Saturday.
orougnt oack with him a
XXXSXJSXXXXXXXSXX i ysteraay
stalk of corn eleven feet high, whicn
Little Brown Jug Filters at Goebels.jwas growing on the ranch. TWs-- he
exhibited at the Palace Hotel to show
All Good Pictures at the Elks'
the fertility of New Mexico soil. And
night.
Grapes, peaches, pears, apples, etc., yet people in the East think New
a desert! Mr.' Donnell also
i Mexico
at Andrews'
'
You Cannot eo wrong and you are brought back a sunflower 11 inches
building up your own city when you j in diameter.
give the Santa Fe Planing mill aj Try a nice X. & C. roast for your
i
chance to figure with you.
Sunday dinner. We have the quality,
'Mrs. Lindhardt's millinery store on j an)i our new meat cutter knows how
j to fix it as you like it. Andrews'
Palace avenue will open tomorrow.
Milk and Cream always on hand(
for Grand Jury H. G. San-a- t
Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, born, accomplished pugilist and form-1Serly in the U. S. Navy was held un- WANTED Girl for cashier .who. can jer $300 bond for the action of the
speak English and Spanish.
Inquire grand Jury today by Justice J. M. Gar- ai uoronaao restaurant.
cia cnarged w!tn assaulting witn a.
Have you faith in Onc:e Sam? If deadly weapon Ernest A. Slaughter In
so you should buy inspected Kansas a saloon Tuesday night.
Attorneys
City meats and run no chances. An- Claudius J. Neis and C. C. Catron repdrews sells only the best id be had.
resented the defendant and District
had.
Attorney Edmund C. Abbott the
Mr.
Quality Quantity Hayward territory, The case of the Ter- hands you a special tip in his adver- - j ritory Vs. Sanborn, who is charged
tisement today, Read it, Mi. Wise with stabbing Fred Valdez will be

flUC

COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.

grow only the best and

eties, and they are especially fine now.
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.

vari-

up-to-d- ate

No such Peas have

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS

--

Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.

Sir

The Modern Home

of the first requisites of a modern home is an
rd
sanitary plumbing equipment To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
prime necessity.
'StMkfaMr plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
;
.
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.- -

QNE

safe-gua-

; : ?--.

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware

Big Depawftsmeat

& (Supply Co.

Stee

4 BRESSMAKMG
N

MERCHANT ever succeeded by accident. You might have efficient salesmen, a good
store location and a pleasing personality, but IF you don't give your customers a sign
of improvement as good as your neighbors you simply can't do- THE business. Now, it is
easy to be "as good as" any competitor, but in these days of 191 l a man's 'g6tt6:betteror
be beaten, and success crowns only that which is best.
;
O

-

LADIES, LISTEN!

MRS. CLEO VERNE, from Oklahoma City has come to our city to open a Fiist- ss Dressmaking Shop in the Balcony, second story, of the BIQ DEPART-N- T

Mrs. Cleo Verne comes to 5anta Fe with a hWh recommenda
tion, has been in the Dressmaking Business for over ten years, has worked for
"
"
larMestablishments, does classy work, all her Fashions are gathered by correspondent designs from Paris and style centers. She
will guarantee perfect fit if not, the loss will be her's. To be successful you must be well dressed that is the decision of
public opinion, against whose rulings there is no appeal. You can't go wrong if you leave your measure
with Mrs. Cleo Verne. To com
plete her department she wishes to inform the ladles that in altering
work will be a specialty. .
. . ...
Skirts and Stilts, first-claM!

STORE.

to-d- ay

ss

......

COME TO SEE HER

